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Development/Plasticity/Repair
A Distinct Subtype of Dopaminergic Interneuron Displays
Inverted Structural Plasticity at the Axon Initial Segment
XAnnisa N. Chand, XElisa Galliano, Robert A. Chesters, and XMatthew S. Grubb
Medical Research Council Centre for Developmental Neurobiology, King’s College London, London SE1 1UL, United Kingdom
The axon initial segment (AIS) is a specialized structure near the start of the axon that is a site of neuronal plasticity. Changes in activity
levels in vitro and in vivo can produce structural AIS changes in excitatory cells that have been linked to alterations in excitability, but
these effects have never been described in inhibitory interneurons. In the mammalian olfactory bulb (OB), dopaminergic interneurons
are particularly plastic, undergoing constitutive turnover throughout life and regulating tyrosine hydroxylase expression in an activity-
dependentmanner.Hereweuseddissociated cultures of rat andmouseOB to show that a subset of bulbar dopaminergic neurons possess
an AIS and that these AIS-positive cells are morphologically and functionally distinct from their AIS-negative counterparts. Under
baseline conditions, OBdopaminergicAISswere short and located distally along the axonbut, in response to chronic 24 hdepolarization,
lengthened and relocated proximally toward the soma. These activity-dependent changes were in the opposite direction to both those we
saw in non-GABAergic OB neurons and those reported previously for excitatory cell types. Inverted AIS plasticity in OB dopaminergic
cellswasbidirectional, involvedallmajor components of the structure,wasdependent on the activity of L-typeCaV1 calciumchannels but
not on the activity of the calcium-activated phosphatase calcineurin, and was opposed by the actions of cyclin-dependent kinase 5. Such
distinct forms of AIS plasticity in inhibitory interneurons and excitatory projection neurons may allow considerable flexibility when
neuronal networks must adapt to perturbations in their ongoing activity.
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Introduction
The axon initial segment (AIS) is a structurally, molecularly, and
functionally specialized subcompartment found close to the
soma of axon-bearing neurons (Grubb and Burrone, 2010a; Ras-
band, 2010). Its location, morphology, and high densities of
voltage-gated ion channels combine to make it the initiation site
for action potential generation and therefore a key determinant
of electrical activity in neuronal networks (Clark et al., 2009;
Bender and Trussell, 2012; Kole and Stuart, 2012). It was found
recently that this large macromolecular complex can undergo
significant structural change not only in response to perturba-
tions imposed by neuronal injury or disease (Buffington andRas-
band, 2011) but also under conditions of altered neuronal
activity (Grubb et al., 2011). These changes were associated with
altered excitability (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; Kuba et al., 2010,
2014; Kaphzan et al., 2011, 2013), suggesting that AIS plasticity
may contribute to compensatory neuronal responses to perturba-
tions in electrical activity (Gru¨ndemann and Ha¨usser, 2010; Grubb
et al., 2011). However, although a range of pathological and plastic
structural changes have been observed at the AIS in a variety of cell
types, they have never been described in inhibitory interneurons.
In the mammalian olfactory bulb (OB), inhibitory interneu-
rons play vital roles in shaping sensory processing (Shepherd,
2004). A distinct subset of GABAergic cells in the glomerular
layer (GL) and external plexiform layer is dopaminergic (Hala´sz
et al., 1981), coreleasing dopamine and GABA from distinct ves-
icle pools (Maher andWestbrook, 2008; Borisovska et al., 2013).
These dopaminergic cells operate local gain control of transmit-
ter release from olfactory sensory neuron terminals (Hsia et al.,
1999; Ennis et al., 2001; but seeMcGann, 2013) andmore distant
lateral inhibition of glomerular output (Liu et al., 2013) and can
therefore influence fundamental features of olfactory sensory be-
havior (Wei et al., 2006; Serguera et al., 2008). They are also
responsible for considerable activity-dependent plasticity, regu-
lating expression of the dopamine-synthesizing enzyme tyrosine
hydroxylase (TH) and theGABA-synthesizing enzymeGAD67 in
an activity-dependent manner (Baker et al., 1983; Cave et al.,
2010; Parrish-Aungst et al., 2011; Banerjee et al., 2013). In addi-
tion, bulbar dopaminergic cells are plastic to the point of whole-
neuron replacement, forming part of the limited population of
neurons that is constitutively generated throughout life (Lledo et
al., 2006). Continual turnover with net addition of dopaminergic
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neurons occurs in the adult OB (Adam and Mizrahi, 2011), and
survival of this interneuron subtype is dependent on sensory ac-
tivity (Bastien-Dionne et al., 2010; Sawada et al., 2011).
Given this plasticity, alongside observations of dopaminergic
AISs in the OB (Kosaka et al., 2008), we asked whether these AISs
could undergo activity-dependent change. Using dissociated cul-
tures of embryonic OB, we show here that a distinct subpopula-
tion of dopaminergic neurons possesses a molecularly and
functionally definedAIS and that structural AIS plasticity in these
cells occurs in the opposite, inverted direction to activity-
dependent AIS alterations in excitatory neurons.
Materials andMethods
Dissociated culture. For rat cultures, we dissected the rostral half of theOB
from E18 Wistar embryos of either sex (Charles River) into HBSS. Bulb
tissue was then digested with trypsin (0.5 mg/ml; 15 min at 37°C; Wor-
thington) and DNase (0.2 mg/ml; Sigma) before trituration and subse-
quent plating at 60,000 cells per well on 13mmglass coverslips precoated
with poly-L-lysine at 50 g/ml (Sigma) and laminin at 40 g/ml. Neu-
rons were cultured at 37°C with 5% CO2 in Neurobasal medium supple-
mented with 1% B27, 1% fetal calf serum, and 500MGlutamax. At 4, 7,
and 10 d in vitro (DIV), half of the media was changed with media
supplemented with 2% B27 and 500 M Glutamax.
Mouse cultures were prepared from litters of wild-type (C57BL/6;
Charles River) or TH–Cre [B6.Cg–Tg(Th– cre)1Tmd/J (The Jackson
Laboratory stock number 008601)]  Rosa–tdT [(B6.Cg–
Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(CAG-tdTomato)Hze/J (The Jackson Laboratory stock
number 007909)] transgenic animals of either sex at P3. OBs were dis-
sected in HBSS and then dissociated and triturated using a Papain Dis-
sociation System (Worthington) before plating at 120–150,000 cells per
well on 13 mm glass coverslips precoated with poly-L-lysine at 50 g/ml
(Sigma) and laminin at 40 g/ml. Neurons were cultured at 37°C with
5%CO2 inNeurobasalmedium supplementedwith 1%B27, 1% fetal calf
serum, and 500 M Glutamax. At 7 DIV, half of the culture media was
removed and filtered and then supplemented to 1 ml/well with Neu-
robasal medium supplemented with 2% B27 and 500 M Glutamax.
Unless otherwise stated, all cell-culture materials were obtained from
Invitrogen.
Treatments. For chronic depolarization, we treated rat OB cultures at
11 DIV and mouse OB cultures at 13 DIV for 24 h with 10 mM KCl or 10
mM NaCl as an osmolarity control. The efficacy of our high-potassium
stimulus was verified for each experiment by briefly checking for an
activity-dependent increase in TH expression, as described previously
(Cigola et al., 1998); this was reflected in at least a 50% increase of de-
tectable TH-positive (TH) cells under low-resolution confocal micros-
copy with constant imaging settings. For recovery experiments, cultures
that had been depolarized for 24 h were placed back into conditioned
media containing 10 mM NaCl for the remainder of the experiment. All
pharmacological agents weremade up as per the instructions of theman-
ufacturers and added to our neurons at previously described effective
working concentrations [1M tetrodotoxin (TTX; Alomone Labs), 1M
nifedipine (Sigma), 1 M FK-506 [(3S,4R,5S,8R,9E,12S,14S,15R,16S,
18R,19R,26aS)-5,6,8,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,24,25,26,26a-hexa-
decahydro-5,19-dihydroxy-3-[(1 E)-2-[(1R,3R,4R)-4-hydroxy-3-
methoxycyclohexyl]-1-methylethenyl]-14,16-dimethoxy-4,10,12,
18-tetramethyl-8-(2-propen-1-yl)-15,19-epoxy-3H-pyrido[2,1-c][1,4]
oxaazacyclotricosine-1,7,20,21(4H,23H)tetrone] (Abcam), 1 M tatCN21
(University of Colorado, Boulder, CO; Vest et al., 2007), 10 M Rp-cAMPs
(Biolog), and 20 M roscovitine (Merck)] at least 30 min before control or
depolarizing treatment.
Immunocytochemistry.Our standard immunolabeling protocol was to
first fix cultures in 4% paraformaldehyde (in 3% sucrose, 60 mM PIPES,
25mMHEPES, 5mMEGTA, and 1mMMgCl2; TAABLaboratories) for 30
min at room temperature. Cells were permeabilized for 5minwith 0.25%
Triton X-100 (Sigma) before blocking for 1 h in 10% goat serum (GS;
Sigma). Coverslips were then placed in primary antibody, made in 2%
GS, to relevant concentrations: mouse monoclonal anti-ankyrin-G
(clone N106/36, 1:500; catalog #75-146; NeuroMab); rabbit polyclonal
anti-TH (1:500; catalog #AB152; Millipore); mouse monoclonal anti-
sodium channel (PanNaV; clone K85/35, 1:100; catalog #S8809; Sigma);
rabbit polyclonal anti-GABA (1:500; catalog #A2052; Sigma); andmouse
monoclonal anti-TH (1:500; catalog # MAB318; Millipore). After subse-
quent washing steps, coverslips were placed in relevant secondary anti-
body solution (Invitrogen Alexa Fluor-conjugated antibodies in 2% GS,
all at 1:1000) for an additional hour, before additional washing and
mounting in MOWIOL-488 (Calbiochem).
For extracellular pan-neurofascin label, we used a live incubation of
primary antibody (clone A12/18, 1:500; catalog #75-172; NeuroMab) in
Neurobasal media at 37°C for 30 min before the fixation step. For Pan-
NaV label, we digested cultures in 0.2 mg/ml pepsin (in 0.2 M HCl; Dako;
Lorincz and Nusser, 2008) for 2 min at 37°C between the fixation and
permeabilization steps. All other steps were identical to those described
above.
Imaging and analysis. All imaging and subsequent analysis steps were
performed blind to experimental group. Neurons were imaged using a
laser scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 710) with appropriate
excitation and emission filters, a pinhole of 1 AU, and a 40 oil-
immersion objective (Zeiss). Laser power and gain settings were adjusted
to prevent signal saturation in AIS label; TH signal was usually saturated
to enable clear delineation of the axon. Images were takenwith 3 zoom,
512  512 pixels (0.138 m/pixel) and in z-stacks with 0.45 m steps.
For AIS quantification, we exclusively imaged neurons with a single axon
emanating from the soma. z-stack images were flattened into singlemax-
imum intensity projections and imported into MATLAB (MathWorks)
for analysis using custom-written functions (Matthew Grubb and
ThomasWatkins, King’s College London, London, UK; Grubb and Bur-
rone, 2010b; Evans et al., 2013; freely available at www.mathworks.
com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/28181- ais-quantification). We drew a
line profile along each maximum intensity projection starting at the
soma that extended down the axon, through and past the AIS. At each
pixel along this profile, fluorescence intensity values were averaged over
a 3  3 pixel square centered on the pixel of interest. Averaged profiles
were then smoothed using a 40-point (5 m) sliding mean and nor-
malized between 1 (maximum smoothed fluorescence, location of the
AIS maximum position) and 0 (minimum smoothed fluorescence). AIS
start and end positions were obtained at the proximal and distal axonal
positions, respectively, where the normalized and smoothed profile de-
clined to 0.33. Using NIH Image J, soma area was measured from maxi-
mum intensity projections of TH immunofluorescence or TH–tdT
fluorescence. In a smaller sample of cells for which somatic TH signal was
imaged under nonsaturating conditions, with identical processing and
imaging settings across coverslips, mean gray value across the whole
soma was used to calculate TH immunofluorescence intensity.
Electrophysiology. With experimenters blind to treatment group, we
made visually targeted (Zeiss LSM 710) whole-cell somatic patch-clamp
recordings from 13–15 DIV cultures. Pipettes were pulled from borosili-
cate glass (1.5 mm outer diameter, 1.17 mm inner diameter; Harvard
Apparatus), with a resistance of 3–7M, and were filled with an internal
solution containing the following (in mM): 130 K-gluconate, 10 NaCl, 1
EGTA, 0.133 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 3.5 MgATP, and 1 NaGTP, pH
7.4 (290 mOsm). Recordings were obtained at room temperature with a
Heka EPC10/2 amplifier coupled to Patchmaster acquisition software.
Signals were Bessel filtered at 10 kHz (filter 1) and 2.9 kHz (filter 2; active
filters used in voltage-clamp only), digitized, and sampled at 20–200 kHz
(5–50 s sample interval). Fast capacitance was compensated in the on-
cell configuration. After membrane rupture, in voltage clamp at a hold-
ing voltage of60mVandwith slow capacitance compensation inactive,
we used responses to a 10 mV hyperpolarization step to estimate the
series resistance of the recording (30M for all cells; from the current
peak) and both the membrane resistance (from the steady holding cur-
rent at the new voltage) andmembrane capacitance (from the area under
the exponentially decaying current from peak to holding) of the neuron.
Recordings in which the series resistance changed by 20% from its
starting value or when a current of 100 pA was required to hold the
membrane potential at60 mV were discarded from our analyses.
For assessment of high potassium-induced depolarization, coverslips
were treated with either 10 mM NaCl or 10 mM KCl for at least 30 min
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before both neurons and culturemedia were transferred to the recording
chamber. Immediately on membrane rupture, resting potential was as-
sessed and recorded at I	 0 in current clamp. Voltages were uncorrected
for an estimated liquid junction potential of14 mV.
For recordings of action potential properties, coverslips were treated
with either 10 mMNaCl or 10 mMKCl for 24 h, before being placed in an
identical HEPES-buffered saline extracellular solution, pH 7.4 (290
mOsm) containing the following (inmM): 136 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 10 HEPES,
10 D-glucose, 2 CaCl2, 1.3 MgCl2, 0.01 SR-95531 (gabazine [2-(3-
carboxypropyl)-3-amino-6-(4-methoxyphenyl)pyridazinium bro-
mide]; Sigma), 0.02 NBQX (Sigma), and 0.025 DL-2-amino-5-
phosphonovaleric acid (Sigma). Voltages were uncorrected for an
estimated liquid junction potential of15 mV. In current-clampmode,
evoked spikes were measured with Vhold set to60
 3 mV. For action
potential waveformmeasures, we injected 10-ms-duration current steps
of increasing amplitude under full bridge balance until we reached the
current threshold at which the neuron reliably fired an action potential
(Vm  0 mV). For multiple spiking measures, we injected 500-ms-
duration current steps of increasing amplitude until the neuron passed
its maximum firing frequency.
Exported traces were analyzed using custom-written routines in
MATLAB (MathWorks). Before differentiation for dV/dt and associated
phase plane plot analyses, recordings at high temporal resolution (5 s
sample interval) were smoothed using a 20 point (100 s) sliding filter.
Average phase plane plots were generated frommean
 SEMvoltage and
dV/dt values, taken from threshold spikes aligned in time to the point of
peak rate-of-rise. Voltage threshold was taken as the potential at which
dV/dt first passed 10 V/s. Onset rapidness was taken from the slope of a
linear fit to the phase plane plot at voltage threshold. Monophasic versus
biphasic phase plane plots and the peak amplitude of the first phase in
biphasic responses were visually determined. Spike width was measured
at themidpoint between voltage threshold andmaximum voltage. Rheo-
base and the afterhyperpolarization were both measured from responses
to 500 ms current injection, the latter from the local voltage minimum
after the first spike fired at rheobase. Maximum firing frequency was
determined from the sweep containing the maximum number of spikes
and was calculated across the full 500 ms stimulus. The coefficient of
variation (CV) for interspike intervals was calculated for every sweep
with more than two action potentials, and then a mean of these values
was taken across all such sweeps for each cell.
For recordings of spontaneous firing, coverslips were treated with ei-
ther 10 mM NaCl or 10 mM KCl before both neurons and culture media
were transferred to a heated chamber (TC-344B; Harvard Apparatus)
and maintained at 37°C. Cell-attached recordings were obtained in
voltage-clamp mode using fresh Neurobasal medium as “internal” solu-
tion. Spikes were subsequently identified offline (MATLAB) by their
characteristic biphasic waveform.
Statistics. Sample distributions were assessed for normality using the
D’Agostino and Pearson’s omnibus test and compared using parametric
or nonparametric tests accordingly using Prism (GraphPad Software) or
SPSS (IBM) software. All tests were two-tailed with the level of signifi-
cance () set to 0.05, except Mann–Whitney post hoc comparisons fol-
lowing two-way ANOVAs on ranks (Akritas, 1990), in which six possible
pairwise comparisons in a 2  2 experimental design necessitated a
Bonferroni’s-corrected  of 0.05/6 	 0.0083. Power calculations were
performed using GPower (Franz Faul, Kiel University, Kiel, Germany).
Results
The AIS defines a subset of OB dopaminergic neurons
In dissociated cultures of rat OB at 12–14 DIV,3% of all neu-
rons under control conditions were dopaminergic as defined by
the presence of the dopamine-synthesizing enzyme TH (Fig. 1A;
161 of 5203MAP-2 cells, three coverslips). These dopaminergic
OB neurons all coexpressed GABA (Fig 1A; 147 of 147 TH cells,
three coverslips; Panzanelli et al., 2007) but could be divided into
two distinct subpopulations based on the presence or absence of
an AIS. A distinct, coherent band of the scaffolding protein and
master AIS organizing molecule ankyrin-G (Zhou et al., 1998;
Hedstrom et al., 2008) was observed in the proximal processes of
19.5% of OB dopaminergic neurons (Fig. 1A; 138 of 709 TH
neurons, five coverslips). These AIS dopaminergic cells had sig-
nificantly larger cell bodies compared with the wider OB dopa-
minergic population (Fig. 1B; all TH neurons, mean 
 SEM,
soma area, 112
 4 m2; AIS TH-expressing neurons, 153
 5
m2; Mann–Whitney U	 1360, p 0.0001).
AISs in these large OB dopaminergic cells were very short
(mean length, 11.7m) andwere located rather distally along the
axon (mean start position, 15.2 m from the soma). They were
also extremely variable from cell to cell (length, SD 	 4.9 m,
CV	 0.42; start position, SD	 8.5 m, CV	 0.56). Across this
variable population, we observed a weak but significant negative
relationship between size and position: more distal AISs tended
to be shorter (Fig. 1C; Spearman’s r	0.12, p	 0.03, n	 348
cells, 37 coverslips; Kuba et al., 2006).
Functional subdivision of OB dopaminergic neurons
To investigate functional differences between subtypes of OB do-
paminergic neuron required ameans of identifying and targeting
these cells in a live preparation, and, to this end, we turned to
dissociated cultures from transgenic mice. We first confirmed
that dissociated cultures of wild-type mouse OB at 14 DIV also
contained two distinct subtypes of TH dopaminergic neuron—
AIS and AIS-negative (AIS)—distinguished by the absence or
presence, respectively, of a distinct axonal band of ankyrin-G
immunofluorescence (Fig. 2A). As in rat neurons, the ankyrin-
G-defined initial segments of mouse OB dopaminergic cells un-
der control conditions were short (mean length, 14.32 m),
located distally from the soma (mean start position, 16.96 m),
and highly variable from cell to cell (length, SD 	 7.46, CV 	
0.52; start position, SD	 11.42, CV	 0.67).
We then prepared OB cultures from the litters of crosses be-
tween TH–Cre and Rosa–tdT conditional transgenic mice, in
which a proportion of dopaminergic neurons express a red fluo-
rescent marker that enables them to be targeted for electrophys-
iological recordings. Most of these tdT neurons were positive
for TH in fixed, immunostained control tissue [Fig. 2B; 37 of 43
neurons, five coverslips; a similar proportion of Cre–Lox com-
bined yet TH neurons (14% here) has been reported previously
for fluorescent label driven by TH–Cre expression in the OB and
is thought to reflect developmental variability in TH expression
in bulbar neurons; Lindeberg et al., 2004; Adam and Mizrahi,
2011; Sawada et al., 2011]. Like their wild-type counterparts, do-
paminergic neurons in these transgenic cultures at 14 DIV (re-
ferred to as TH–tdT cells fromhere on) could also be divided into
AIS and AIS structural subgroups based on immunofluores-
cence for ankyrin-G (Fig. 2C). Initial segments in AIS TH–tdT
neurons under control conditionswere again short (mean length,
12.32m), distally localized (mean start position, 21.22mfrom
the soma), and variable (length, SD	 5.62 m, CV	 0.46; start
position, SD	 12.74 m, CV	 0.6).
We could now assess the functional properties of OB dopami-
nergic cells by targeting TH–tdT neurons in our cultures for
patch-clamp electrophysiology.We started by using cell-attached
recordings to confirm previous reports (Pignatelli et al., 2005;
Puopolo et al., 2005) that many of these neurons display high
levels of spontaneous firing. Spontaneous spikeswere observed in
11 of 16 (69%) of TH–tdT cells in control conditions, with con-
siderable variability in firing rates (mean 
 SEM frequency,
8.43 
 1.25 Hz; CV 	 0.49, n 	 11). To detect the presence or
absence of an AIS in live dopaminergic neurons, we then used
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whole-cell current-clamp recordings of action potentials induced
by threshold levels of somatic current injection and assessed clas-
sic spike waveform features that reflect non-somatic action po-
tential initiation (Coombs et al., 1957; Jenerick, 1963; Khaliq and
Raman, 2006; Bean, 2007; Shu et al., 2007). TH–tdT neurons
were classified as “biphasic” and therefore AIS if a phase plane
plot of spike voltage versus rate-of-rise displayed a clear double-
peaked waveform (Fig. 2Di,Dii). As reported previously for mid-
brain dopaminergic neurons in which spike initiation often
occurs rather distal to the soma (Grace and Bunney, 1983;
Ha¨usser et al., 1995; Tucker et al., 2012), the two peaks in the
phase plane plot of biphasic OB TH–tdT cells were usually very
clearly segregated. Conversely, TH–tdT neurons with smooth,
single-peaked phase plane plots were classified as “monophasic”
and therefore AIS (Fig. 2Di,Dii). Soma areameasurements con-
firmed that TH–tdT neurons with biphasic phase plane plots
were significantly larger than monophasic TH–tdT cells (Fig. 2E;
mean 
 SEM, monophasic, 96.62 
 4.80 m2, n 	 46; biphasic,
120.50
 6.74m2, n	 28;Mann–WhitneyU	 373, p	 0.0026).
Our recordings revealed a number of clear functional differ-
ences between TH–tdT cells withmonophasic (AIS) and bipha-
sic (AIS) phase plane plots under control culture conditions.
Biphasic neurons had significantly lower membrane resistance
(mean 
 SEM, monophasic, 928 
 92 M, n 	 32; biphasic,
578 
 106 M, n 	 19; Mann–Whitney U 	 123, p 	 0.0004)
and in response to 10 ms somatic current injections (Fig. 2Di)
fired spikes at more hyperpolarized voltage thresholds (Fig. 2F;
mean
 SEM, monophasic,24.7
 1.04 mV, n	 23; biphasic,
34.21
 1.73 mV, n	 17; t test, t(38)	 4.98, p 0.0001) with
faster onset rapidness (Fig. 2G; mean 
 SEM, monophasic,
3.20
 0.33 ms1, n	 23; biphasic, 10.07
 1.72 ms1, n	 17;
Mann–Whitney U 	 63, p 	 0.0003). Multiple spiking in re-
sponse to 500 ms somatic current injections (Fig. 2Diii) also re-
vealed important functional distinctions between dopaminergic
subtypes: the lower membrane resistance of biphasic neurons led
to higher rheobase values (mean 
 SEM, monophasic, 2.05 

0.97 pA/pF, median of 0.63 pA/pF, n	 24; biphasic, 1.40
 0.19
pA/pF, median of 1.40 pA/pF, n 	 15; Mann–Whitney U 	 93,
p	0.013), but these cells then fired at highermaximumfrequencies
(Fig. 2H; mean 
 SEM, monophasic, 16.69 
 1.83 Hz, n 	 32;
biphasic, 28.67
 4.33 Hz, n	 15; Welch’s corrected t test, t(19)	
2.55, p 	 0.020) with higher CVs in interspike intervals (Fig. 2I;
mean
 SEM, monophasic, 0.17
 0.03, n	 23; biphasic, 0.32

0.06, n	 13;Mann–WhitneyU	 80, p	 0.023). These differences
in excitability may stem directly from the presence or absence of an
AIS (Zhou et al., 1998; Zonta et al., 2011) but could equally be pro-
duced by cell type-dependent differences in non-axonal morphol-
ogy (Eyal et al., 2014), biophysical properties (Baranauskas et al.,
2013), and/or active conductances (Pignatelli et al., 2009).
Figure 1. Subtypes of dopaminergic cells in dissociated rat OB culture can be defined based on the presence or absence of an AIS. A, Example images of dopaminergic neurons in OB cultures
stained for TH, GABA, and ankyrin-G (AnkG). AIS cells (top) lack AnkG staining; AIS cells (bottom) have a clear AnkG-defined axonal region. Lines show axon start; arrowheads showAIS start and
end positions; asterisks show AISs of non-dopaminergic neighboring neurons. Scale bars, 20m. B, Histogram of soma area. C, Scatter plot of AIS start position and length for OB dopaminergic
neurons in control conditions. Each dot represents one cell; Spearman’s correlation, *p 0.05.
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Inverted structural plasticity at the AIS of OB
dopaminergic neurons
The presence of an AIS in a distinct structural and functional
subset of OB dopaminergic neurons opens the possibility of a
particular form of plasticity in these cells: activity-dependent
structural change at the AIS itself (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b;
Kuba et al., 2010, 2014; Evans et al., 2013;Muir andKittler, 2014).
To study activity-dependent AIS plasticity in rat OB dopaminer-
gic neurons, we used elevated extracellular potassium to chroni-
cally depolarize our cultures for 24 h. Increasing [K]o by 10mM
from11–12DIVproduced two distinct effects on the distribution
of ankyrin-G in these neurons. First, the position of the AIS
shifted significantly, moving toward the soma (Fig. 3; mean 

SEM AIS start position, 10 mM NaCl, 15.20
 0.46 m, n	 348
cells, 37 coverslips, 8 experiments; 10 mM KCl, 8.42
 0.39 m,
n	 455 cells, 42 coverslips, 8 experiments; Mann–WhitneyU	
41,580, p 0.0001). Second, because this shift was more marked
for the start compared with the end position of the AIS, we also
observed an increase in AIS length (Fig. 3; AIS end position, 10
mM NaCl, 26.88
 0.49 m; 10 mM KCl, 22.57
 0.48 m, U	
56,580, p 0.0001; AIS length, 10mMNaCl, 11.68
 0.27m; 10
mMKCl, 14.15
 0.31m,U	 60220, p 0.0001). These effects
are in the opposite direction to those reported previously in ex-
citatory projection neurons (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; Kuba et
al., 2010, 2014; Evans et al., 2013) but were highly reproducible
when large sample sizes counteracted the considerable variability
in the OB dopaminergic population and remained significant
when analyses were performed at the coverslip or experiment
level (by coverslip: start, Mann–Whitney U 	 184, p  0.0001;
end, Mann–WhitneyU	 284, p 0.0001; length,U	 372, p
0.0001; by experiment: start, Wilcoxon’s paired testW	 36, p	
0.0078; end,W	 36, p	 0.0078; length,W	36, p	 0.0078).
Figure 2. Functional differences between AIS and AIS OB dopaminergic neurons. A, Example maximum intensity projection images of wild-type (WT) mouse OB dopaminergic neurons
costained for TH and ankyrin-G (AnkG). AIS cells (left) lack AnkG staining; AIS cells (right) have a clear AnkG-defined axonal region. In these and all subsequent images, lines show axon start;
arrowheads show AIS start and end positions. Scale bars, 20 m. B, Example maximum intensity projection image of a tdT-expressing neuron from a TH–Cre Rosa–Tdt mouse OB culture,
colabeled for TH. C, Example maximum intensity projection images of TH–tdT neurons costained for AnkG. AIS cells (left) lack AnkG staining; AIS cells (right) have a clear AnkG-defined axonal
region. Asterisk shows the AIS of a tdT neighboring cell. D, Example current-clamp traces frommonophasic (AIS; top) or biphasic (AIS; bottom) TH–tdT neurons. i, Action potentials fired to
threshold 10 ms somatic current injection. ii, Phase plane plots of the spikes shown in i. Arrow points to the AIS-dependent first action potential phase. iii, Action potentials fired at maximum
frequency to 500 ms somatic current injection. E, Histogram of soma area. F–I, Cumulative distributions and mean
 SEM plots (insets) for voltage threshold (Vthresh; F ), onset rapidness (OR; G),
maximum frequency (Max. freq.; H ), and interstimulus interval CV (ISI CV; I ) in monophasic (M) and biphasic (B) TH–tdT neurons. t test (F, H ) or Mann–Whitney test (G, I ), *p 0.05,
***p 0.001.
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Depolarization over 24 h also reproduced another previously
reported form of plasticity in these cells. Activity-dependent TH
expression (Baker et al., 1983; Cave et al., 2010; Banerjee et al.,
2013) resulted in a large increase in the total number of TH
neurons detectable in our cultures (Cigola et al., 1998; Fig. 4A;
mean
 SEM, 10 mM NaCl, 172
 13 cells per coverslip, n	 42;
10 mM KCl, 320 
 23, n 	 40; Welch’s corrected t test, t(61) 	
5.74, p 0.0001). This raises the possibility that 24 h depolariza-
tion reveals a large, entirely new population of OB dopaminergic
neuronswith dramatically differentAIS properties and that this is
the cause of structural AIS differences between treatment groups.
However, multiple lines of evidence show that AIS plasticity in
OB dopaminergic neurons cannot be explained in this manner.
Although the total number of detectable TH neurons per cov-
erslip increased dramatically after 24 h of 10 mM KCl treatment,
the total number of AIS TH-expressing neurons meeting our
analysis criteria (see Materials and Methods) increased far less,
leading to a decrease in the proportion of analyzable AIS cells
among the total OB dopaminergic population (Fig. 4A; total
number: mean
 SEM, 10 mMNaCl, 7.25
 0.53 cells per cover-
slip, median of 7, n	 48; 10 mM KCl, 9.68
 0.71, median of 8,
n 	 47; Mann–Whitney U 	 769, p 	 0.007; proportion of all
TH neurons:mean
 SEM, 10mMNaCl, 5.62
 0.63%, n	 42;
10 mM KCl, 3.70 
 0.37%, n 	 40; Mann–Whitney U 	 584.5,
p	 0.018). Simple calculations show that this median increase of
a single AIS TH-expressing cell per coverslip cannot possibly
account for the depolarization-induced change in, for example,
AIS start position; for this to happen, each additional cell would
need to possess an AIS that begins10mbefore the start of the
axon. In addition, althoughwe found a significant increase in TH
immunofluorescence intensity in AIS OB dopaminergic neu-
rons after 24 h treatment with 10 mM KCl (Fig. 4B,C; mean 

SEM, 10mMNaCl, 56.6
 4.4 AU, n	 35; 10mMKCl, 71.7
 4.9,
n	 45; Mann–Whitney U	 537, p	 0.015), TH label intensity
did not correlate significantly with any structural AIS parameter
in either control or depolarized treatment groups (Fig. 4D,E; 10
mM NaCl: AIS start, Spearman’s r	 0.09, p	 0.61, n	 35; AIS
end, Spearman’s r 	 0.05, p 	 0.77, n 	 35; AIS length, Spear-
man’s r	0.07, p	 0.69, n	 35; 10 mM KCl: AIS start, Spear-
man’s r 	 0.01, p 	 0.93, n 	 45; AIS end, Spearman’s r 	
0.13, p	 0.39, n	 45; AIS length, Spearman’s r	0.28, p	
0.06, n 	 45). Together, these data clearly show that
depolarization-induced differences in AIS structure are not a by-
product of activity-dependent TH expression in OB dopaminer-
gic neurons.
AIS plasticity is cell-type specific in the OB
The inverted nature of activity-dependent AIS structural change in
our dopaminergic neurons led us to ask whether such plasticity was
a wider feature of cultured OB cells. However, studying projection
neurons indissociated ratOBculture showed that invertedAISplas-
ticity is a distinct feature of dopaminergic neurons in this prepara-
tion. Measuring ankyrin-G distributions in large, GABA,
presumptive mitral/tufted cells (Trombley and Westbrook, 1990)
revealed a combination of “standard” activity-dependent AIS
changes (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; Kuba et al., 2010, 2014; Evans
et al., 2013; Muir and Kittler, 2014) that were in the opposite direc-
tion to those in their dopaminergic interneuron neighbors: a distal
shift in start position was coupled with no change in end position,
leading to a decrease in length after 24 h depolarization (Fig. 5A–C;
mean
 SEM, start: 10 mM NaCl, 9.83
 0.59 m, n	 76 cells, 8
coverslips; 10 mM KCl, 13.60
 0.77 m, n	 77 cells, 6 coverslips;
Mann–WhitneyU	 1852, p 0.0001; end: 10 mMNaCl, 33.47

0.87m,n	76cells, 8 coverslips; 10mMKCl,33.53
0.92m,n	
77 cells, 6 coverslips;Mann–WhitneyU	 2904, p	 0.94; length: 10
mM NaCl, 22.63 
 0.62 m; 10 mM KCl, 19.93 
 0.47 m; U 	
1671, p 0.0001).
These differences in the direction of activity-dependent AIS
plasticity in twoOB cell types were not attributable to differences
in their immediate response to elevated extracellular potassium.
Whole-cell recordings in transgenicmouseOB cultures at 14DIV
showed that our 10 mM KCl stimulus elevated the resting mem-
Figure3. Inverted structural AIS plasticity inOBdopaminergic neurons.A, Examplemaximum intensity projection images of rat THneurons costained for ankyrin-G (AnkG) after 24h treatment
in control (10mMNaCl) or depolarizing (10mM KCl) conditions. Lines show axon start; arrowheads showAIS start and end positions. Scale bars, 20m.B, AIS plot shows themean
 SEMAIS start
and end positions for each group. Mann–Whitney test, ***p 0.001. C, Cumulative distributions and mean
 SEM plots (insets) for AIS start position, end position, and length for each group.
Mann–Whitney test, ***p 0.001.
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brane potential by12mV in both dopaminergic tdT cells and
neighboring large, tdT, presumptive mitral/tufted neurons
(TH–tdT: mean
 SEM, 10 mM NaCl,37.2
 2.1 mV; 10 mM
KCl,26.7
 1.3 mV; tdT: 10 mM NaCl,38.3
 1.4 mV; 10
mMKCl,24.9
 1.5mV; two-way ANOVA, effect of treatment,
F(1,35) 	 55.89, p  0.0001; effect of cell type, F(1,35) 	 0.04,
p	 0.84).
Inverted plasticity of sodium channel and neurofascin
distributions
We also observed significant inverted plasticity when we exam-
ined different molecular components of the AIS in rat OB dopa-
minergic neurons. The distribution of all voltage-gated sodium
channels (PanNaV) followed that of their binding partner
ankyrin-G (Garrido et al., 2003; Lemaillet et al., 2003), moving
proximally and lengthening after 24 h high potassium treatment
(Fig. 6A; mean
 SEM, start: 10mMNaCl, 16.02
 0.79m, n	
140 cells, 15 coverslips; 10 mM KCl, 12.63 
 0.77 m, n 	 155
cells, 16 coverslips; Mann–Whitney U 	 7934, p  0.0001;
length: 10 mM NaCl, 10.07
 0.30 m; 10 mM KCl, 12.76
 0.39
m; U 	 6772, p  0.0001). We saw similar effects for the cell
adhesion molecule neurofascin, with proximal movement and a
strong trend toward lengthening after 24 h depolarization (Fig.
6B; mean 
 SEM, start: 10 mM NaCl, 18.27 
 1.20 m, n 	 66
cells, 8 coverslips; 10 mM KCl, 14.79
 1.20 m, n	 84 cells, 11
coverslips; Mann–Whitney U	 2111, p	 0.012; length: 10 mM
NaCl, 10.59
 0.41m; 10mMKCl, 12.12
 0.54m;U	 2267,
p	 0.056). These experiments displayed notably variable effects
of depolarization on AIS end position, but this was not attribut-
able to protein-specific structural AIS changes. In individual neu-
rons in both control and depolarized conditions, start position,
end position, and length measures for both PanNaV and neuro-
fascin correlated strongly and positively with values for colabeled
ankyrin-G (Fig. 6; PanNaV vs ankyrin-G, 10 mM NaCl: start, r	
0.91; end, r	 0.98; length, r	 0.67, n	 47; 10mMKCl: start, r	
0.68; end, r 	 0.89; length, r 	 0.74, n 	 46; neurofascin vs
ankyrin-G, 10mMNaCl: start, r	 0.98; end, r	 0.99; length, r	
0.89, n	 28; 10mMKCl: start, r	 0.79; end, r	 0.95; length, r	
0.82, n 	 44; all Spearman’s nonparametric correlations, p 
0.0001). Instead, although the proximal shift in AIS end position
after 24 h depolarization was significant when analyzed on an
experiment-by-experiment level (see above), there was consider-
Figure 4. Activity-dependent TH expression does not account for AIS plasticity in OB dopaminergic neurons. A, Cumulative distributions (i) and mean
 SEM plots (ii) of TH cell number.
Mann–Whitney test, **p 0.01; Welch’s corrected t test, ***p 0.0001. B, Example maximum intensity projection images of AIS TH-expressing neurons in control (10 mM NaCl) and
depolarizing (10mM KCl) conditions. Scale bars, 10m. C, Cumulative distributions andmean
 SEM plot (inset) for TH intensity in each group. Mann–Whitney test, *p 0.05.D, E, Scatter plots
of TH intensity versus AIS start position (D) or length (E). Each dot represents one cell. Spearman’s correlation; ns, nonsignificant.
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able experiment-by-experiment variability in AIS end position
effects (five of eight experiments with significant change). This
could not be accounted for by the efficacy of the depolarizing
stimulus, as approximated by the fold change in total detectable
TH neurons (AIS end position change vs fold change in TH
cell count, Pearson’s r	 0.38, p	 0.36, n	 8) nor by differences
in control group AIS end position (AIS end position change vs
control AIS end position, Pearson’s r	 0.11, p	 0.79, n	 8) but
was fully predicted by power calculations based solely on the large
variability of end position across individual OB dopaminergic
neurons (57% power calculated post hoc from overall mean and
SD values, with n 	 50 in each group). Put simply, the high
cell-to-cell variability in AIS end position (CV 	 0.71) made it
most difficult to observe depolarization-induced changes in this
parameter. Nevertheless, as in other neuron types (Grubb and
Burrone, 2010b; Kuba et al., 2010), it is clear that AIS plasticity
in dopaminergic neurons of the OB involves coherent changes
in the distributions of all major components of the structure.
AIS plasticity in OB dopaminergic cells is bidirectional
Structural AIS changes in rat OB cells were bidirectional, also
occurring in response to decreases in neuronal activity induced
by two separate manipulations. First, dopaminergic neurons
were able to fully recover from the effects of a 24 h high potassium
stimulus.When ratOB cells were treatedwith 10mMKCl for 24 h
and then placed back into 10 mM NaCl media, the AIS moved
distally along the axon and shortened to completely recover its
original position and length after 5 d (Fig. 7A; mean 
 SEM,
ankyrin-G start: for 24 h KCl and then 5 d NaCl, 15.11 
 1.38
m, n 	 34 cells, 6 coverslips; Dunn’s post hoc test following
Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA vs 24 h NaCl, p 0.05; vs 24 h
KCl, p 0.001; length: 11.07
 0.87 m vs 24 h NaCl, p 0.05;
vs 24 h KCl, p 0.01; all effects were identical in terms of signif-
icance for concurrent PanNaV label).
We also observed structural AIS plasticity in OB dopaminer-
gic neurons when spontaneous activity (Pignatelli et al., 2005;
Puopolo et al., 2005; see above) was reduced below baseline by
24 h application of the specific voltage-gated sodium channel
blocker TTX (1 M). Interestingly, this 24 h TTX treatment did
not alter AIS start position but did significantly decrease AIS
length via a proximal shift in end position (Fig. 7B; mean
 SEM,
ankyrin-G, start: control, 13.12 
 1.24 m, n 	 51 cells, 4 cov-
erslips; TTX, 11.06
 1.04 m, n	 29 cells, 4 coverslips; Mann–
WhitneyU	 682, p	 0.56; end: control, 26.79
 1.47m; TTX,
21.15 
 1.07 m; U 	 501, p 	 0.017; length: control, 13.68 

0.86m; TTX, 10.09
 0.76m;U	 452, p	 0.0041). Differing
effects of chronic depolarization and spike blockade on AIS start
position and length suggest that these two AIS structural param-
eters can be regulated independently by activity (Kuba et al.,
2014).However, the similar effects of both activitymanipulations
on AIS end position—shifted proximally in both cases—raise the
possibility that they could also share some commonmechanisms
of action. Indeed, as reported previously for hippocampal neu-
rons (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b), we found that the chronic
depolarization produced by 10 mM KCl was sufficient to entirely
block spontaneous spike activity in OB dopaminergic cells (0
total spikes in 30 min total of cell-attached recording from 12
TH–tdT neurons), presumably by inducing chronic NaV inacti-
vation. Formally, this spike blockade might at least partially ac-
count for the effect of 24 h depolarization on AIS end position;
however, we note here that there may be crucial differences be-
tween anAIS end position shift that occurs in isolation (TTX; Fig.
7B) and one that occurs in the context of a larger start position
movement (10 mM KCl; Fig. 3), and we return to this question
with more pertinent data below.
Inverted AIS plasticity in dopaminergic neurons of the
mouse OB
Having characterized the inverted AIS plasticity of dopaminergic
neurons in rat OB cultures, we next confirmed that depolariza-
tion-induced AIS changes took the same form in dopaminergic
cells from themouseOB. In cultures of wild-typemouseOB, 24 h
Figure 5. Standard AIS plasticity in non-GABAergic OB neurons. A, Examplemaximum intensity projection images show ankyrin-G (AnkG)-positive AISs in rat GABA OB neurons in 24 h control
and depolarized conditions. Asterisks highlight non-GABAergic cell bodies. Lines show axon start; arrowheads show AIS start and end positions. Scale bars, 20m. B, AIS plots show the mean

SEM AIS start and end positions for each group. Mann–Whitney test, ***p 0.001. C, Cumulative distributions and mean
 SEM plots (insets) for AIS start position, end position, and length for
each group. Mann–Whitney test, ***p 0.001.
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Figure 6. Inverted AIS plasticity also occurs in the sodium channel and neurofascin distributions of OB dopaminergic neurons.A, Examplemaximum intensity projection images (top) of TH rat
OB neurons costained for all NaV1 subunits (PanNaV) and ankyrin-G (AnkG) in 24 h control and depolarized conditions. Note the high background in AnkG staining attributable to pepsin treatment
for PanNaV antigen retrieval (see Materials and Methods). In these and all subsequent images, lines show axon start; arrowheads show AIS start and end positions. Scale bars, 20m. AIS plots
(bottom) show the mean
 SEM AIS start and end positions for each group. Mann–Whitney test, ***p 0.001. B, Example maximum intensity projection images (top) of TH rat OB neurons
costained for an extracellular epitope of neurofascin (eNF) andAnkG in 24 h control and depolarized conditions. AIS plots (bottom) show themean
 SEMAIS start and end positions for each group.
Mann–Whitney test, *p 0.05.
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treatment with 10 mM KCl from 13–14 DIV induced strikingly
similar effects on distributions of ankyrin-G in TH neurons. A
proximal shift in AIS start position was accompanied by a lesser
but significant proximal shift in AIS end position, leading to a
concomitant increase in AIS length (Fig. 8A; mean
 SEM, start:
10 mM NaCl, 16.96 
 0.93 m, n 	 152 cells, 12 coverslips; 10
mM KCl, 7.20 
 0.59 m, n 	 150 cells, 10 coverslips; Mann–
Whitney U	 5165, p 0.0001; end: 10 mM NaCl, 31.61
 1.06
m; 10 mM KCl, 26.84
 0.83 m;U	 9060, p	 0.002; length:
10 mM NaCl, 14.65 
 0.60 m; 10 mM KCl, 19.65 
 0.65 m;
U	 6909, p 0.0001).
We found similar effects in a smaller sample of TH–tdT neu-
rons from transgenic cultures. Here, 24 h depolarization with 10
mMKCl produced a large and significant inward shift of both AIS
start and endpositions, resulting in a nonsignificant trend toward
increased AIS length (Fig. 8B; mean
 SEM, start: 10 mM NaCl,
Figure7. BidirectionalAISplasticity inOBdopaminergic neurons.A, Examplemaximumintensity projection images (left) andAISplots (right) of ratOBneuronsdepolarized for 1dand theneither
returned to control conditions (recovery) or subjected to continued high potassium treatment for an additional 1 or 5 d. Note the high background in AnkG staining attributable to pepsin treatment
for concurrent PanNaV label (see Materials and Methods, Results). In these and subsequent images, lines show axon start; arrowheads show AIS start and end positions. Scale bars, 20m. Dunn’s
post hoc test following Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA, ***p 0.001 versus 10mMNaCl 24 h; ##p 0.01 and ###p 0.001 versus 10mM KCl 24 h; ns, nonsignificant versus both 10mMNaCl 24 h
and 10 mM KCl 24 h. B, Example maximum intensity projection images (left) and AIS plots (right) of control (no drug) or 24 h TTX-treated rat OB neurons. Mann–Whitney test, **p 0.01; ns,
nonsignificant.
Figure 8. Inverted AIS plasticity in OB dopaminergic neurons from wild-type and TH–tdT mice. A, Example maximum intensity projection images (left) of wild-type (WT) mouse OB neurons
colabeled for TH and ankyrin-G (AnkG) after 24 h control or depolarizing treatment. In this and all subsequent images, lines showaxon start; arrowheads showAIS start and end positions. Scale bars,
20m.AIS plots (right) show themean
 SEMAIS start and endpositions for each group.Mann–Whitney test, ***p 0.001.B, Examplemaximum intensity projection images (left) andAIS plots
(right) of TH–Tdt neurons after 24 h control or depolarization treatment. Mann–Whitney test, ***p 0.001; ns, nonsignificant.
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Figure9. Action potential properties of AIS andAISOBdopaminergic cells after 24 h control or depolarization treatment.A,B, Example current-clamp traces frommonophasic (A) or biphasic
(B) TH–tdT neurons after 24 h 10 mM NaCl or KCl treatment. i, Action potentials fired to threshold 10 ms somatic current injection. ii, Phase plane plots of the spikes (Figure legend continues.)
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21.22
 3.41 m, n	 14 cells, 12 coverslips; 10 mM KCl, 6.35

1.42m, n	 28 cells, 14 coverslips;Mann–WhitneyU	 54, p	
0.0002; end: 10 mMNaCl, 33.54
 2.86m; 10mMKCl, 20.03

2.29 m;U	 61, p	 0.0003; length: 10 mM NaCl, 12.32
 1.50
m; 10mMKCl, 13.68
 1.20m;U	 173, p	 0.55). These AIS
changes occurred on a background of stable TH–tdT cell num-
bers in both treatment groups (mean
 SEM, total tdT cells per
coverslip: 10 mM NaCl, 7.05
 0.73, n	 22; 10 mM KCl, 8.79

1.04, n	 19; t test, t(39)	 1.40, p	 0.17), demonstrating again
(see above; Fig. 4) that structural AIS plasticity in OB dopami-
nergic neurons cannot be explained by the activity-dependent
emergence of a new population of detectable TH cells.
Functional correlates of structural AIS plasticity in OB
dopaminergic neurons
Structural changes in the presumed zone of action potential ini-
tiation in rat (Fig. 3) and mouse (Fig. 8) OB dopaminergic neu-
rons, especially the activity-dependent alterations of sodium
channel distributions in these cells (Fig. 6), would be predicted to
have functional effects on neuronal excitability (Kuba et al., 2006,
2010, 2014; Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; Kaphzan et al., 2011,
2013). Indeed, in current-clamp recordings from TH–tdT neu-
rons in transgenic mouse culture, we observed trends toward
increased excitability in biphasic (AIS) dopaminergic cells that
had undergone 24 h depolarization. Under identical recording
conditions, mean action potential phase plane plots for biphasic
neurons revealed a stronger voltage rate-of-rise in 10 mM KCl-
treated cells. This was most pronounced in the initial portion of
the waveform (Fig. 9Biv) but continued throughout the entire
rising phase of the spike. No such differences were observed be-
tween themean action potential phase plane plots ofmonophasic
(AIS) TH–tdT cells (Fig. 9Aiv).
Individual measures of spike waveform parameters also re-
vealed trends toward faster and larger action potentials in 10 mM
KCl-treated biphasic cells. The amplitude of the first, AIS-
dependent phase of the biphasic spike waveform was larger on
average in high potassium-treated neurons (Fig. 9Ciii; Table 1),
as were themaximumvoltage rate-of-rise (Fig. 9Civ; Table 1) and
the peak spike voltage (Fig. 9Cv; Table 1). However, there was
marked variability within both treatment groups—mirroring the
variability in AIS structural measures described above—and
these differences did not reach statistical significance (Table 1;
phase 1 peak amplitude, CV 	 0.62, Mann–Whitney U 	 119,
p 	 0.27; maximum rate-of-rise, CV 	 0.42, two-way ANOVA
effect of treatment, F(1,75)	 0.05, p	 0.82; effect of treatment
cell-type interaction, F(1,75)	 0.80, p	 0.37; peak spike voltage,
CV 	 0.28, two-way ANOVA on ranks effect of treatment,
F(1,75) 	 0.09, p 	 0.77; effect of treatment  cell-type interac-
tion, F(1,75) 	 0.99, p 	 0.32). We found a similar effect for
maximum spike number: there was a trend toward higher fre-
quencies in potassium-treated biphasic neurons (Fig. 9Di; Table
1), but this was accompanied by large inter-neuron variability
and a lack of statistical significance (Table 1; CV	 0.59, two-way
ANOVA effect of treatment, F(1,90) 	 2.42, p 	 0.12; effect of
treatment  cell-type interaction, F(1,90) 	 0.60, p 	 0.44). Ad-
ditionally, we observed no effect of depolarization in biphasic
neurons on any of the other measures—voltage threshold, onset
rapidness, rheobase, or interspike interval CV—that differed sig-
nificantly between monophasic and biphasic OB dopaminergic
cells (Fig. 9C,D; Table 1), nor did we find significant effects of
depolarization treatment on any spike parameter in monophasic
neurons (Fig. 9C,D; Table 1). Finally, although membrane resis-
tance is regulated by activity in excitatory hippocampal neurons
(Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; O’Leary et al., 2010; Evans et al.,
2013), it was not affected by 24 h depolarization in either subtype
ofOBdopaminergic interneuron (mean
 SEM,monophasic: 10
mM NaCl, 928
 92 M, n	 32; 10 mM KCl, 1160
 114 M,
n 	 40; biphasic: 10 mM NaCl, 578 
 106 M, n 	 19; 10 mM
KCl, 582
 67 M n	 20; two-way ANOVA on ranks effect of
treatment, F(1,107) 	 1.53, p 	 0.22; effect of treatment  cell-
type interaction, F(1,107) 	 0.11, p 	 0.74). Together, these data
suggest that high variability in AIS structural parameters is ac-
companied by similar variability in functional spike parameters
in OB dopaminergic neurons and that inverted AIS plasticity in
these cells is therefore associated only with suggestive trends to-
ward altered excitability (see Discussion).
Signaling pathways for inverted AIS plasticity in OB
dopaminergic neurons
Given the inverted nature of activity-dependent AIS changes
in OB dopaminergic neurons, it was important to finally ad-
dress the signaling pathways responsible for this form of plas-
ticity—might they be entirely different to those used by excitatory
neurons?
4
(Figure legend continued.) shown in i. iii, Action potentials fired at maximum frequency to
500ms somatic current injection. iv, Overlaid mean
 SEM phase plane plots from each treat-
mentgroup.Arrowspoint to theAIS-dependent first actionpotential phase inbiphasic neurons.
C, Comparisonsof single spikeproperties. i–v, Plots of themean
SEMfor all groups. i, Voltage
threshold (Vthresh); ii, onset rapidness; iv, peak rate-of-rise; v, peak voltage (V). iii, Cumulative
fractionplot andmean
 SEMplot (inset) for first phasepeak amplitude inbiphasic neurons.D,
Comparisons of multiple spiking properties. Plots of mean
 SEM for all groups. i, Maximum
firing frequency; ii, CV in interspike interval (ISI).
Table 1. Action potential parameters of OB dopaminergic neurons
Monophasic mean
 SEM (n) Biphasic mean
 SEM (n) Effect p value
Parameter 10 mM NaCl 10 mM KCl 10 mM NaCl 10 mM KCl Cell type Treatment Interaction
Vthresh (mV) 24.7
 1.0 (23) 27.7
 1.1 (21) 34.2
 1.7 (17) 34.6
 1.5 (18) 0.0001*** 0.15 0.19
Onset rapidness (ms1) 3.2
 0.3 (23) 3.2
 0.4 (19) 10.7
 1.7 (17) 9.9
 1.1 (18) 0.0001*** 0.52 0.55
Phase 1 peak amplitude (V/s) n/a n/a 46.1
 7.0 (17) 60.1
 10.1 (18) n/a 0.27 n/a
Peak rate-of-rise (V/s) 172
 21 (23) 158
 20 (21) 182
 19 (17) 205
 21 (18) 0.17 0.82 0.37
Peak voltage (mV) 34.5
 3.4 (23) 32.0
 3.4 (21) 38.0
 2.6 (17) 40.5
 2.2 (18) 0.14 0.77 0.32
Action potential width (ms) 1.06
 0.06 (23) 1.02
 0.06 (21) 1.09
 0.07 (17) 1.00
 0.06 (18) 0.81 0.24 0.87
Rheobase (pA/pF) 2.05
 0.97 (24) 1.37
 0.56 (26) 1.40
 0.19 (15) 1.52
 0.27 (15) 0.001*** 0.84 0.66
Afterhyperpolarization (mV) 53.4
 1.5 (24) 55.5
 1.2 (26) 54.1
 1.3 (15) 57.0
 1.4 (15) 0.63 0.12 0.53
Maximum frequency (Hz) 16.7
 1.8 (32) 19.0
 2.4 (31) 28.7
 4.3 (15) 35.5
 3.8 (16) 0.0001*** 0.12 0.43
Interstimulus interval CV 0.17
 0.03 (23) 0.14
 0.02 (26) 0.32
 0.06 (13) 0.26
 0.03 (15) 0.0001*** 0.60 0.40
Voltage threshold (Vthresh ), peak rate-of-rise, peak voltage, andmaximum frequency variableswere normally distributed and analyzedwith a standard two-way ANOVA. All other variableswere non-normally distributed and analyzedwith
a two-way ANOVA on ranks, except phase 1 peak amplitude—measurable only in biphasic neurons—for which the result of a Mann–Whitney two-sample test is reported. ***p 0.0001.
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In fact, using 24 h depolarization in rat cultures in the pres-
ence of specific pharmacological agents showed that the trigger
for AIS plasticity in OB dopaminergic cells is the same as in glu-
tamatergic hippocampal neurons: activation of L-type CaV1 cal-
cium channels (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; Evans et al., 2013).
We first found that, although blocking spontaneous firing could
induce a limited formof structural AIS change inOBdopaminer-
gic neurons (Fig. 7B), action potentials per se were not required
for depolarization-induced plasticity in these cells (Grubb and
Burrone, 2010b; Evans et al., 2013). In the presence of 1MTTX,
a 10 mM KCl stimulus still resulted in AISs at the same position
and with the same length as the 10 mM KCl stimulus alone (Fig.
10A; start: two-way ANOVA on ranks, effect of treatment,
F(1,193) 	 52.08, p  0.0001; drug, F(1,193) 	 0.16, p 	 0.69;
treatment  drug interaction, F(3,193) 	 0.66, p 	 0.42; Mann–
Whitney post hoc test for depolarization vs depolarization with
drug, U 	 1124, p 	 0.19; length: effect of treatment  drug
interaction, F(1,193) 	 7.06, p 	 0.009; post hoc test for depolar-
ization vs depolarization with drug, U 	 1233, p 	 0.54). In
contrast, selectively blocking L-type voltage-gated calcium chan-
nels with 1M nifedipine (Lee et al., 2006) produced no effect on
its own but completely prevented depolarization-induced
changes in AIS start position and length (Fig. 10B; start: effect of
treatment drug interaction, F(1,196)	 11.88, p	 0.001; post hoc
test for control vs control with drug, U 	 524, p 	 0.89; for
depolarization vs depolarization with drug,U	 813, p 0.0001;
length: effect of treatment drug interaction, F(1,196)	 3.14, p	
0.078; post hoc test for control vs control with drug,U	 476, p	
0.46; for depolarization vs depolarization with drug, U 	 1076,
p 	 0.0002). Importantly, AIS end position under 10 mM KCl
plus nifedipine conditions was not significantly different from
control (post hoc test for control vs depolarizationwith drug,U	
875, p 	 0.13), showing that all of the AIS structural changes
induced by 24 h depolarization are dependent on L-type channel
activation. Although we cannot rule it out as a formal possibility,
this suggests that chronic depolarization and TTX treatments do
not in fact share common mechanisms in determining AIS end
position inOBdopaminergic neurons (see above), because if they
did, spike blockade with TTX would need to act by the improb-
able mechanism of increasing L-type signaling.
However, although the activity-dependent trigger for AIS
plasticity remains the same, the signaling pathways downstream
of L-type calcium channels are different in OB dopaminergic
cells. Whereas AIS relocation in excitatory hippocampal neurons
depends on the calcium-dependent phosphatase calcineurin
(Evans et al., 2013), blocking this pathway with 1 M FK-506
produced an independent inward shift of AIS position in dopa-
minergic OB cells but did not prevent an additional proximal
shift and length increase after high potassium stimulation (Fig.
10C; two-way ANOVA on ranks, start: effect of treatment,
F(1,190)	 5.42, p	 0.021; effect of drug, F(1,190)	 9.31, p	 0.003;
effect of treatment drug interaction, F(1,190)	 0.03, p	 0.86;
length: treatment, F(1,190)	 8.33, p	 0.004; drug, F(1,190)	 0.15,
p	 0.70; treatment drug, F(1,190)	 0.91, p	 0.34). Therefore,
calcineurin plays a role in determining AIS position but does not
mediate depolarization-induced AIS plasticity in bulbar dopami-
nergic neurons. Neither is there a role in these cells for the second
pathway contributing to AIS plasticity in hippocampal neurons
(Evans et al., 2013): blocking CaMKII with 1M tatCN21 had no
effect on either baseline or depolarization-induced AIS position
or length in OB dopaminergic cells (Fig. 10D; start: treatment,
F(1,154) 	 28.08, p  0.0001; drug, F(1,154) 	 0.71, p 	 0.40;
treatment  drug, F(1,154) 	 0.36, p 	 0.55; length: treatment,
F(1,154) 	 0.05, p 	 0.83; drug, F(1,154) 	 1.70, p 	 0.20; treat-
ment drug, F(1,154)	 0.86, p	 0.36). Protein kinase A (PKA),
known to play a role in depolarization-induced plasticity in do-
paminergic cells in culture (Cigola et al., 1998), does not mediate
activity-dependent AIS plasticity in these neurons either, because
blocking its activity with 10 M Rp-cAMPs also had no effect on
AIS position or length in either baseline or depolarized condi-
tions (Fig. 10E; start: treatment, F(1,212) 	 77.58, p  0.0001;
drug, F(1,212)	 0.77, p	 0.38; treatment drug, F(1,212)	 0.08,
p 	 0.78; length: treatment, F(1,212) 	 9.60, p 	 0.002; drug,
F(1,212) 	 0.33, p 	 0.57; treatment  drug, F(1,212) 	 0.36,
p	 0.55).
Although our data show that none of the pathways that pro-
mote AIS plasticity in excitatory hippocampal neurons (Evans et
al., 2013) are responsible for inverted plasticity in OB dopami-
nergic cells, we did identify a pathway that opposes activity-
dependent AIS position changes in these neurons. In Drosophila
mushroom body gamma neurons, reductions in cyclin-depen-
dent kinase 5 (cdk5) activity led to proximal relocation and de-
creased length of anAIS-like structure (Trunova et al., 2011), and
we saw strikingly similar effects in OB dopaminergic neurons.
Blocking cdk5 with 20 M roscovitine over 24 h produced an
inward movement of AIS position in our OB dopaminergic cells
in baseline conditions (Fig. 10F; two-way ANOVA on ranks,
start: effect of treatment, F(1,212) 	 58.61, p  0.0001; effect of
drug, F(1,212)	 4.5, p	 0.035; effect of treatment drug inter-
action, F(1,212) 	 11.97, p 	 0.001; Mann–Whitney post hoc test
for control vs control with drug, U 	 488, p 	 0.002). Impor-
tantly, unlike the activity-independent effects of calcineurin
described above, this effect was not additivewith high potassium-
induced inwardmovement (Fig. 10F; post hoc test for depolariza-
tion vs depolarization with drug,U	 1785, p	 0.12), suggesting
that depolarization and cdk5 act in opposite directions in a com-
mon pathway to control this structural feature. However, as well
as inducing an inward shift of AIS position, roscovitine treatment
also produced a decrease in AIS length that was independent of
depolarization treatment (Fig. 10F; length: treatment, F(1,212) 	
0.76, p 	 0.39; drug, F(1,212) 	 28.48, p  0.0001; treatment 
drug, F(1,212) 	 0.17, p 	 0.68; Mann–Whitney post hoc test for
control vs control with drug, U	 510, p	 0.0038; for depolar-
ization vs depolarization with drug, U	 1145, p 0.0001).
Together, thesedata showthatmultiple cellularpathways control
activity-dependent and activity-independent changes in the AIS of
OB dopaminergic neurons, a complex arrangement that may give
these cells control over all elements of AIS structure.
Discussion
Our results reveal structural and functional subdivision within
the dopaminergic population of the OB: a minority of large, AIS-
possessing OB dopaminergic neurons are more excitable than
their more numerous, smaller, AIS neighbors. Initial segments
in this subpopulation of inhibitory interneurons relocated prox-
imally and lengthened in response to elevated neuronal activity.
These changes were in the opposite direction to those in non-
GABAergic OB cells and to those reported previously for excit-
atory neurons elsewhere in the brain.
Heterogeneity in dopaminergic cells of the OB
The classification of distinct cellular subtypes can be crucial for
understanding their functional roles, not least for dopaminergic
neurons (Henny et al., 2012; Roeper, 2013; Lammel et al., 2014).
In the OB, dopaminergic cells have long been known to be het-
erogeneous, with at least two TH subtypes identified on histo-
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logical criteria in multiple species, including humans (Hala´sz et
al., 1981; Baker, 1986; Smith et al., 1991;Hoogland andHuisman,
1999; Kosaka and Kosaka, 2009, 2011). Morphological analysis
recently divided OB dopaminergic neurons into “oligoglomeru-
lar” cells that contact a few local glomeruli and “polyglomerular”
cells that ramify across large stretches of the GL, identifying both
types as “short-axon” cells (Kiyokage et al., 2010). Although the
nomenclature differs, this scheme may fit with an alternative
framework based on cell size, developmental origin, and the pres-
ence of an AIS (Kosaka and Kosaka, 2009, 2011). Here, large,
AIS OB dopaminergic neurons—possibly equivalent to poly-
glomerular cells—are generated exclusively in early embryonic
development, whereas smaller AIS cells—possibly equivalent to
oligoglomerular neurons—are continually produced throughout
adult life (Kosaka and Kosaka, 2009, 2011). Our data further
support this classification, showing that the presence of an AIS in
OBdopaminergic cells is associatedwith significantly larger soma
size (Figs. 1, 2). That this subdivision ismaintained in dissociated
culture shows that OB dopaminergic cell types can be intrinsi-
cally determined in the absence of both bulbar architecture and
external input.
We also found the first evidence, to our knowledge, of func-
tional differences between subclasses of OB dopaminergic neu-
rons (Fig. 2). Although physiological distinctions have been
identified between OB dopaminergic neurons at different stages
ofmaturity (Pignatelli et al., 2009), segregating GL dopaminergic
cells on the basis of their membrane capacitance revealed no
obvious differences between groups (Pignatelli et al., 2005).
Given the overlap in soma size distributions between different
subclasses of OB dopaminergic neurons (Fig. 1; Kosaka and Ko-
saka, 2009), segregating these cells on the basis of their AIS sig-
natures (Fig. 2; Bean, 2007) may allow cleaner functional
separation of individual subtypes.
Inverted AIS plasticity in inhibitory interneurons
The AISs of inhibitory interneurons can differ markedly from
those of excitatory projection neurons in baseline position and
length (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; Evans et al., 2013) and/or the
expression and spatial distribution of voltage-gated ion channels
(Lorincz and Nusser, 2008). However, previous studies have not
reported activity-dependent plasticity at the AIS of inhibitory
cells (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; Evans et al., 2013), perhaps
because of significant heterogeneity within hippocampal
GABAergic neurons (Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008). There-
fore, our data provide the first description of structural AIS plas-
ticity in an interneuron population.We find that elevated activity
produces a proximal relocation coupledwith a lengthening of the
AIS in OB dopaminergic neurons (Fig. 3), changes that are in the
opposite direction to those in non-GABAergic OB cells (Fig. 5)
and also in the opposite direction to all previously reported
activity-dependent alterations of AIS structure in excitatory neu-
rons (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; Kuba et al., 2010, 2014;
Kaphzan et al., 2011, 2013; Evans et al., 2013; Muir and Kittler,
2014). Interestingly, although the voltage-dependent trigger for
AIS plasticity—L-type CaV1 calcium channels—is the same in
OB dopaminergic cells (Fig. 10) and hippocampal excitatory
neurons (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; Evans et al., 2013), differ-
ent pathways operate downstream of these channels to produce
opposing changes in AIS structure (Fig. 10; Evans et al., 2013).
These results fit a wider general pattern in which long-term
plasticity assumes the opposite form in inhibitory versus excit-
atory neurons.Homeostatic synaptic plasticity, for example, gen-
erally results in opposing alterations in glutamatergic and
GABAergic transmission (Turrigiano et al., 1998; Kilman et al.,
2002; Hartman et al., 2006; Frias and Wierenga, 2013). Sensory
deprivation leads to decreases in the density of dendritic spines
(Keck et al., 2011) and branch tips (Chen et al., 2011) along with
reductions in axonal bouton density (Marik et al., 2010; Chen et
al., 2011; Keck et al., 2011) in inhibitory cortical neurons, which
contrasts with concomitant elevations in spine turnover (Keck et
al., 2008) or axonal growth (Yamahachi et al., 2009; Marik et al.,
2010) in neighboring pyramidal cells. In the OB, activity-
dependent alterations in the structure of postnatally generated
interneurons (Saghatelyan et al., 2005; Mizrahi, 2007; Livneh et
al., 2009) contrast not only with the lack of such changes in the
resident developmentally generated GABAergic population
(Saghatelyan et al., 2005) but also with the striking structural
stability of mitral/tufted cell dendrites (Mizrahi and Katz, 2003).
Therefore, our data reveal a novel form of plasticity in OB dopa-
minergic cells, which, likemany other forms of structural plastic-
ity in inhibitory interneurons, takes the opposite form to changes
observed in excitatory cells.
Functional consequences of inverted AIS plasticity
Why might inverted activity-dependent changes to dopaminer-
gic neuron AISs occur in the OB? If these changes are, like other
forms of AIS plasticity, associated with alterations in intrinsic
excitability (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b; Kuba et al., 2010, 2014;
Kaphzan et al., 2011, 2013), they should result in coordinated
effects on the spike-dependent release of both GABA and dopa-
mine from these neurons (Maher and Westbrook, 2008; Bori-
sovska et al., 2013). At the local level, this could alter chronic and
phasic inhibitory feedback of release probability at olfactory sen-
sory neuron terminals (Hsia et al., 1999; Ennis et al., 2001;
McGann et al., 2005; McGann, 2013), fine-tuning levels of gain
control at this first synapse in the olfactory system. However, it is
unclear whether AIS-containing OB dopaminergic cells contrib-
ute to this local feedback inhibition. If they indeed represent the
population of large polyglomerular cells that ramify across large
areas of the GL (see above), their primary functional role may
instead be to provide lateral inhibition of spatially segregated
bulbar inputs (Liu et al., 2013; Whitesell et al., 2013). Here the
dual effect of excitability changes on both GABA and dopamine
release would be extremely interesting, given that release of these
dual transmitters follows distinct time courses (Borisovska et al.,
2013) and has opposing inhibitory and rebound-excitation ef-
fects on postsynaptic external tufted cells (Liu et al., 2013).
However, predicting any functional consequences of inverted
AIS plasticity in OB dopaminergic neurons on information pro-
cessing in glomerular circuits is made difficult by the lack of
significant functional change we observe in these neurons (Fig.
4
Figure 10. Signaling pathways for AIS plasticity in rat OB dopaminergic neurons. Example
maximum intensity projection images (left) show colabel for TH and ankyrin-G (AnkG) in 24 h
control anddepolarized conditions in thepresenceof various pharmacological agents:A, TTX for
voltage-gated sodium channels; B, nifedipine for L-type CaV1 calcium channels; C, FK-506 for
calcineurin;D, tatCN21 for CaMKII;E, Rp-cAMPs for PKA;F, roscovitine for cdk5. Lines showaxon
start; arrowheads show AIS start and end positions. Scale bars, 20m. AIS plots (right) show
the mean
 SEM AIS start and end positions for each group in a 2 2 treatment drug
design. Post hoc pairwise comparisons between control and drug conditions in both treatment
groups are reported when there was a significant treatment drug interaction in a two-way
ANOVA on ranks (A, B, F); Mann–Whitney test with Bonferroni’s correction, **p  0.01,
***p 0.001; ns, nonsignificant. Otherwise, two-way ANOVA effects of treatment and drug
across all groups are reported (C, D, E); *p  0.05; **p  0.01; ***p  0.001; ns,
nonsignificant.
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9). This could be attributable to a number of factors. First, the
highly significant structural effects we observed (Fig. 3) are nev-
ertheless subtle and occur on a background of high baseline vari-
ability. Observing any associated functional changes may
therefore require a prohibitive number of electrophysiological
recordings. Indeed, a priori analyses based on our current data
predict that sample sizes upward of 80 cells per group would be
needed for 80% power in detecting group differences. Previous
studies finding small changes in AIS structure have relied on
computational models rather than experimental data to predict
associated changes in excitability (Baalman et al., 2013; Harty et
al., 2013). Second, structural changes at OB dopaminergic AISs
may be compensatory at the single-cell level or at the level of the
AIS itself. The predicted effects of AIS relocationwithin the prox-
imal axon are complex and depend on a number of factors, in-
cluding axon morphology, axoplasmic resistivity, and baseline
AIS structure (Kuba et al., 2006, 2010, 2014; Grubb and Burrone,
2010b; Wang et al., 2011; Baranauskas et al., 2013). In certain
models, a proximal shift in AIS location, as observed here, is
predicted to decrease neuronal excitability by moving the site of
action potential initiation closer to the substantial current sink
formed by the somatodendritic compartment (Kuba et al., 2006;
Baranauskas et al., 2013). If this is the case in OB dopaminergic
neurons, any associated decrease in excitability might offset the
increased excitability expected to arise from AIS lengthening
(Kuba et al., 2010, 2014; Kaphzan et al., 2011, 2013). Alterna-
tively, functional changes produced by activity-dependent AIS
structural plasticity might be offset by activity-dependent altera-
tions of intrinsic or voltage-dependent currents either at the AIS
or elsewhere in the neuron. Finally, given the crucial role of the
AIS in controlling transport into the axon (Song et al., 2009;
Rasband, 2010), perhaps activity-dependent changes at the struc-
ture are necessary not to alter excitability but to allow altered
axonal transport (MacAskill and Kittler, 2010) and/or axonal
growth dynamics (Marik et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Keck et al.,
2011; Frias andWierenga, 2013) in the face of perturbed network
input.
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